Practical Tips & Checklists

Your Essential Guide
to Working with IT Companies

Let’s be honest – software development is no longer new, and many entrepreneurs, project managers, or product owners have before worked with programmers.
Yet, it is still a complex area, with many dependencies, roles, and methodologies,
that may confuse founders and managers.
At SoftwareHut, we believe that it should no longer be this way. We want to make
software development accessible, clear, and understandable for everyone. And yes,
we have an interest in doing so, as we offer software development outsourcing solutions ourselves. But at the same time, we know that removing friction for our potential clients makes up for better, fruitful deals, that both sides would be happy about.
In this e-book you will find a roadmap of software development, starting
with recognising what kind of team you need, finding a reliable company,
answering who is who at a software house, or how to communicate with
a remote team.
After reading this e-book, we expect you to have all the information you need to
make the best decision for your business.
Have a good read,

Marcin Bartoszuk
Chief Technology Officer at SoftwareHut
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Chapter one: The Fundamentals
Back to the Drawing Board:
In-house vs Outsourced
Development

For starters, we want you to take a step back to answer a question:

What kind of team do I really need?

In some cases, it’s worth investing in your own team, who will develop your project
successively over time.
In others, you will benefit more from hiring a remote team, choosing either nearshoring or offshoring development. Let’s talk about the latter, and its pros and
cons, first.
You can also opt for a mix of both; hiring key roles in-house, and outsourcing
work that will only need to be done during initial development, before moving
the maintenance back to your team.

Let’s now compare in-house and outsourced development.
softwarehut.com
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In-house vs Outsourced Development

In-house development:
Investing in your own team
Retaining in-house staff is a sound
long-term strategy. Long-term projects
and developments would benefit from
an in-house IT developer with intimate
knowledge of company operations,
the local language, as well as culture,
particularly for already-established
organisations.
This strategy would be otherwise
ineffective for ‘quick entry-to-market’
product times, which would require
only per-project staff. In such situations, only a ‘seasonal’ approach of
hiring developers is necessary.

Of course, hiring In-house sometimes
comes down to a simple sentiment.
Some companies would rather have
staff ‘close-by and on-site’. This is
understandable, as organisations seek
a more hands-on approach to IT.
Larger enterprises would maximise
full-time developers, as talents would
always be put to effective use. In the
case of smaller upstart organisations,
the initial need for talent in-house
may be less pressing on such grand
a scale.
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In-house
development:
Investing in
your own team

In-house vs Outsourced Development

The Fundamental Problem
The term ‘permanent talent’ is
becoming an oxymoron.

Not all start-ups situate in
population centres, either!
Regional metropolitans
seldom offer the calibre of
talent and expertise that’d be
otherwise available in large cities.

On the one hand, companies look for on-site
workers, providing consistent quality IT development.
On the other hand, that
worker may be highly-skilled, and thereby
present a cost burden to
the company, particularly
in high-income countries.

Developers are a skilled class of people. And as universities
offer increasingly niche IT degree varieties, even graduates
are among the most competitively-paid entry-level employees. This situation
paints a highly-lucrative job market for prospective IT developers.

Prevailing Challenges
It’s going to be expensive. That’s unless you can
leverage your workforce,
Tight HR budgets pressure the need to provide quality. Barri- as larger companies can.
ers to entry into the marketplace are tougher when adopting This leaves smaller compaa traditional hiring model. In this case, smaller firms may nies exposed the stinging
experience competitive disadvantage, if playing by the same winds of change.
set of rules as larger firms. Should they choose to do so, their
end-product will ultimately lag.
Market forces are as strong as ever – and wages will continue
to rise, particularly in this very competitive job market.

Respective of the cost vs product outcome, a cost-benefit analysis will likely
rule contrary to the benefits. A smaller in-house team is unable to compete with
seasoned teams inside larger firms, which exert scale economics on development
tasks.

In all, when playing by numbers as a smaller company, the odds are stacked
against you.

softwarehut.com
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In-House:
Out-Dated

In-house vs Outsourced Development

Salaries for IT-centred jobs across Europe are
rising considerably and with a remarkably simple
formula. This supply-demand perfect storm is a
lucrative career path for some and an expensive
investment for others.

Of course, in-house IT development quality is not
based upon in-house placement, as such an endeavour takes time to implement
and verify. Smaller companies would need to invest more time in finding the exact
persons to suit their needs.
Outsourcing is a valid solution to address IT voids and can be very cost-effective.
This does not mean it is ideal for all involved. We recommend looking within to
recognise the company’s needs as well as the requirements of the customer.
In the short term, in-house is out of reach of smaller companies. As far as
solutions go, the best bet would be to outsource in the immediate term.
Thankfully, this has never been easier. Tools are readily available, to help link SMEs
with IT developers offering tailor-made solutions. Emerging companies would do
well to examine regions boasting world-class IT infrastructure, with similar work
cultures to their home countries.
Such is the winning formula helping to determine the premium quality of IT staff.
In all, as Western Europe begins to lack the availability of IT staff, the dilemma
will grow.

Following project management best practices brings control, flexibility, and transparency to IT projects. Adapting these processes to the client’s needs, however,
results in truly agile software development.
Piotr Dobrowolski
Senior Frontend Developer
SoftwareHut
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In-house vs Outsourced Development

Outsourcing Software
Development
Outsourcing is contracting services
to an outside supplier. It is beneficial
for many reasons, within telecommunications and manufacturing. Most
recently, it is favoured by businesses
in the IT industry.
As the IT costs for business are rising
across the developed countries,
the demand for IT jobs is growing,
with increasing deficit of IT staff, IT

outsourcing has been a major boon
for companies in Europe.
You may understand it within the prism
of ‘strategy’, as a proactive mechanism
for bottom-line growth. And in light
of Europe’s demographic timebomb,
and the chasm of wage disparity, it’s
becoming elemental to companies’
survival.
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Outsourcing
Pros and Cons

In-house vs Outsourced Development

Manageable Challenges
Outsourcing has its pitfalls, though these can be
kept shallow.

The time difference between Copenhagen and Warsaw is non-existent. For UK companies seeking to outsource to Europe, a one-hour
change makes scheduling conference calls a minimal hassle.

Cultural differences persist between nations. This has an impact
on working hours, break times, holiday periods, as well as workplace relations. Keep each one in mind, and make sure to understand the subtle disparities between each European country.

Language too is as important as ever. To prevent misunderstandings between the client and the software house, companies are
requesting that developers speak the company’s local language. In
some cases, companies may find initial difficulties, particularly for
less-spoken languages.

Political and economic instability is rife in the most unexpected
places. Therefore, it’s important to assess the hard facts. When
choosing your next outsourcing destination, keep statistics and
news headlines in mind.

Tougherto-Manage
Challenges

softwarehut.com

Trust is key. And maintaining that trust is
central to a brand’s integrity.
Look for highlights in major publications, like the
Wall Street Journal, or the Financial Times. They
feature lists of top companies, such as FT 1000,
which can aid in a preliminary search for an
Outsourcing partner.
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In-house vs Outsourced Development

Industry awards by the major consulting agencies can also help understand a
brand’s standing – think Deloitte, Ernst & Young, or PwC. The most promising
companies are assessed and appraised in self-titled rankings, such as the Deloitte
Fast 20.
So, while there is no set metric determining levels of integrity in a brand, it’s
important to look for the best association.

Respect for intellectual property is a sacred issue today.
Information spreads fast. However, the same principle applies – the enforcement
of Non-Disclosure Agreements (NDAs), as well as legal mechanisms ensuring
the protection of property.
Believe it or not, some countries fare much worse in this area than others. We
recommend banking on a company with a good track record in respecting the
rule of law, and intellectual property.

IT
Outsourcing
Merits in
SMEs & MVPs

Start-ups benefit just as much, and for the same
reason. From a cost perspective, outsourcing IT development is an ideal solution to In the short-term,
adopting a Lean IT model. outsourcing can be an
By enabling a cost-effective incredible relief from busy
workforce, start-ups with work that happens ‘in a
limited seed funding can find flash’. Most importantly,
early reliable pillars to their this helps companies focus
on the core aspects of
Minimum Viable Products.
their business.

The fact is, outsourcing helps carry some weight off your shoulders. It’s akin to
‘hold this box for a moment, while I flip this switch’ – imagined on a grander scale.

softwarehut.com
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Nearshoring vs Offshoring:
How to Maximise Potential of IT
Outsourcing

Ok, so you’re now convinced that you want to develop your project with an
outsourced team of software developers.
In this part, we want you to consider nearshoring and offshoring development,
their pros and cons, and how choosing one of them may affect your project’s
estimation, communication, and delivery.

It’s time to choose a destination – do you want to hire a company from your own
country, a country relatively close to yours, or does distance not mattter to you?
Offshoring is the practice of moving business operations to far-away destinations.
Nearshoring refers to outsourcing to countries close to the company’s headquarters or main branches.
Notable characteristics of both offshoring and nearshoring are similar: time-zones,
culture, and linguistics. What’s different, is the relative ease of personal visits, travel
distances, or time differences.

softwarehut.com
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Nearshoring vs Offshoring

What is Offshoring: Going Far
This is the most commonly-understood attribute of outsourcing and
is often confused with outsourcing
in-general. Offshoring is the practice
of moving business operations to
far-away destinations. This attributes
to different time-zones, languages,
and cultural landscapes.
The most common offshoring destinations for years have been India and
the Philippines. These suit to IT, technical, and financial service challenges
resolvable via online chat or phone
call. These countries maintain a grasp
of the English language and are also

cultural familiar with the customers’
countries of origin. Most importantly,
they offer lower HR costs.
China, Bangladesh, and Vietnam are
essential in outsourcing, for manufacturing and production. Despite these
being one of the most prominent
examples, the countries are experiencing wage increases.
Central and South America are
offshoring destinations for US companies, despite their proximity. The
reason for this is a vastly different
culture, language, as well as politics.
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Nearshoring vs Offshoring

Offshoring Pros

Cost reductions and improved travel are critical here. With
lower operational wages, the to-scale savings for the largest
enterprises are tremendous.
General Electric, General Motors, and Microsoft all operate on a colossal scale.
They would therefore, require worker numbers of great measure. By ‘opening
shop’ in India, these companies leverage sizeable economies of scale. The result
is a much higher per-worker value than their home countries.
Airlines are widening the reach of business in cities and countries across the
world. As such, communication lines between emerging regions, and the West
are accessible.
As a case-in-point, major hubs: Singapore and Dubai face redundancy. Today,
direct routes exist: Paris and Kunming, London and Chengdu, and Colombo and
Melbourne.

Offshoring Cons
Building up a large-enough facility in far-away destinations does
entail initial costs. This accounts for the set-up of the facility, training of staff, and overheads. For larger company offshoring, with
overwhelming staff numbers, such as GE, the time to ROI is extensive.
Cultural and linguistic barriers are common, particularly when hiring in
non-anglophone/francophone nations. This impacts communication between
managers, and outsourced employees in back-end/back-office tasks.
Additionally, this impacts negatively on customers, if communicating with
outsourced ‘front-office’ staff. Last-minute problems, requiring immediate solutions will face difficulty due to working hour differences.
For example, a gap exists between a London head office, and its Gurgaon, India
hub. This means solvable problems in Gurgaon may linger several hours before
London’s awareness.
Depending on your outsourcing hub location, diplomatic, political or security-related uncertainty can exist. These pose a risk to company assets and are often
beyond the control of the company.

softwarehut.com
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Nearshoring vs Offshoring

What is Nearshoring:
Keeping Close
This is outsourcing with a key attribute – distance. Unlike offshoring, this
refers to outsourcing to countries
close to the company’s headquarters
or main branches.
Distance itself does not play the only
role. There is in-fact no set definition
as to which outsourcing arrangements
fall into which categories. Depending
on the product or service, one option
may be more favourable than the

other. The IT industry, for instance, is
more pleasing to the practice of nearshoring.
French-based companies, as an
example, favour outsourcing to locations within Europe. Popular destinations are Poland, the Netherlands,
as well as Ukraine. US companies on
the other hand opt for outsourcing to
Canada, Mexico, and the Caribbean.
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Nearshoring vs Offshoring

Nearshoring Pros
With closer physical distances, come closer cultures which
benefit communications, and productivity. Feedback is more
likely to flow correctly, based on the expectations of head office. Such
is key to building mutual trust.
Financially, this poses similar benefits to that of
offshoring. Average European wages between regions vary
strikingly, passing on cost savings for employers. Destinations ‘hundreds of kilometres from Toulouse to Poland are a
safe prospect.
This is in stark contrast to ‘several thousand’ from Paris, to
Senegal, or Morocco.

By operating within the
same or similar time
zones, communication is
rapid and instantaneous.
This means last-minute
remedies to problems
and issues can be quickly
addressed.

Short travel times between head office and hub also permit
for frequent personal visits.

Nearshoring Cons
Some European locations and popular IT hubs are a political risk
associated with sanctions and conflict. Russia is one example, as
well as Ukraine, and Romania, citing very high corruption. Such
factors may have decisive impacts on maintaining an IT hub.
As with every outsourcing operation, there is a need for setting up. This may mean
office locations and the opportunity costs of seeking proper real-estate. This can
be undertaken by the company – without local assistance.
Some companies place
The need for vetting staff is a valid issue, requiring updated
great value on an intellecrecruitment procedures. Additionally, some companies place
tual and digital property.
great value on an intellectual and digital property. As such,
As such, issuing Non-Disissuing Non-Disclosure Agreements (NDAs) to new staff
closure Agreements
members is advisable.
(NDAs) to new staff
members is advisable.
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IT Project Requirements: What
to Prepare Before Getting an
Estimate

You have a dream. Many of us do too.
But do you know what the problem is? Most of us can’t put it into words – no
matter how hard we ache to achieve this.
Of course – it’s impossible to know something, if you aren’t able to explain it to
others. Here’s how to prepare yourself prior to contacting an IT company.

The last thing to consider before even looking for a software development
company to develop your project, is getting all information you have about your
idea.
The reason for this is simple – the better you prepare before getting an estimate,
the more reliable and actionable it will be. Software developers don’t know your
idea, so without a solid input from your side, they can’t say how long it will take
to deliver it, and how much it will cost you.

softwarehut.com
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The Big
Picture

IT Project Requirements

Goals
To put it simply, what do you want
to accomplish with your project?

Consider the business goals for your company, and what tangible
objectives have been presented. This of course differs from the goals pertaining
to your cause. In this instance, you should also keep in-mind whether this project
fits into your defined future vision.
These must be understandable, in terms verified by both the Developers, and
your organization. The best way to do this, is setting universally-agreed metrics.
Consider specifics, such as website visits, click-through rates, checkout rates,
bounce rates, or just Euros, Pounds, and Dollars.
Sometimes goals are driven by inspiration, such as a leading trend, or a competitor’s product. That too can be enough to help with your brief as well.

Time
Rome wasn’t built in a day. Neither was the Valley of the Kings, or
Silicon Valley, for that matter.
Some projects will take more time than others, especially if you want to do it right.
The deadline has a direct impact on the outcome of the project; the ways in which
it will be done, and the kinds of aspects you would like to include in it.
As a rule of thumb, realising it ‘fast’ will mean ‘this quality’, whereas achieving
it gradually will mean ‘that quality’. This has more dramatic ramifications when
considering a budget too! But we’ll get to that later.
One thing is certain in this world; nothing ever takes five minutes, nor does it
cost five dollars.

With a well-arranged and managed team, outsourcing causes no problems.
Nowadays, there are many tools allowing team members from all over the world
to work together. All it takes is a positive attitude.
Tomasz Karelus
.NET Tech Leader
SoftwareHut
softwarehut.com
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IT Project Requirements

Scope
We’re going to meditate, and look ‘deep within' for this one. That’s
because here’s where the IT project will do some preliminary soul
searching.
The scale of the project, what needs to be done, where it will feature, how, who’s
involved – all need identification.
Here are some questions to kick-start the thought process;

1.

Is this a Mobile App?

2.

Is this PC-based?

3.

Is this an embedded system?

4.

What kinds of functionalities will it have? e.g.:
»»

Content Management System (CMS)?

»»

Built-in Search Engine?

»»

Navigation; GPS or Custom Mapping?

»»

Will it Need Accessories, or Wearables?

»»

Any special Infrastructure?

»»

Data Security, how rigorous?

softwarehut.com
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IT Project Requirements

Imagine you’re exploring a tropical garden, and underneath the stones lie the
clues to your IT Project. Leave none of these stones unturned.

State of the Project
As a new Project Manager, depending on the project and situation,
you may be building something from the ground up. Be sure to let
your new developers know the current progress of your project, as
any existing information will surely help.
Maybe you’ve already created a complete, or half-finished prototype? In this case,
let them know either way, and be sure to share any essentials.
Most crucial to note, if you’ve completed something like this before, albeit unsuccessfully, then be sure to inform of this as well. The key to success is communicating outstanding issues which may have occurred in the past.
If it works with personal relationships, it works in IT projects too!

Greet the Team
Meet the people! And be sure to ‘talk, and talk, and talk’. Precise
understanding equals success.
Did you know, that understanding each other is responsible for 98% of the IT
business? Everything’s built on communication, managing expectations, and
navigating between stakeholders.
In projects as advanced as those in IT development, take care to avoid costly
misunderstandings!
Have you communicated and defined your project parameters? Did you ensure
they’re understood to the finest detail? Lastly, does your IT Development team
speak your language?

softwarehut.com
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IT Project Requirements

Budget
It’s a big deal.
Enough money might even stop the earth’s rotation. Thus far, no
project in history has approved such an amount. Not yet, at least.
In the case of your project – know how much is your organisation willing to spend?
Keep this in high regard to your expectations as well.
To put it simply; the greater the budget, the wider the possibilities range. New
functionalities need time to test, whereas features will need development funding too. Money plays a decisive role in final quality. Bugs and glitches are best
addressed with room in the budget to deal with this issue.

Mock-ups & Wireframes
Sometimes, we have no idea what’s going on. But then again,
sometimes we have clues.
Details are undoubtedly helpful – as are any specifics. Sometimes a basic vision
is the framework for excellence – be sure to share any preliminary thoughts and
plans with your development team. A trustworthy software house should be
able to provide professional, concise, and non-judgemental feedback to your
proposition.

Agile methodology puts structure to software development, but it is the team that
makes the IT project successful.
Marcin Borowicz
Head of Embedded Systems Engineering
SoftwareHut
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IT Project Requirements

The Master Checklist
Dream. Do you have a vision? Problem, solution, dream.
Be specific, but not pedantic. There’s a balance, respect it.
Explore within. Ask yourself lots of questions.
Have conviction. The strongest people and projects know who
and what they are.
Establish parameters. What metrics define your success?
Be Realistic. Time and money are tangible factors with tangible consequences. Know this.
Details. Share as many as you can.
Execute. Go for it – with confidence.

Chapter one: The Fundamentals
Market Research: Tips for Finding
a Reliable Software House

You’re in the driver’s seat. As VP of Tech, CTO of Development Teams, or other
relevant position, you’ll have been armed with business objectives.
This means searching for the most deserving software house on the market. That
software house will determine your outcomes and realise your IT objectives from
the ground up.

Challenges continue, and the most pressing, is knowing what makes a capable
and trustworthy software house. As with any industry, you look for the best and
need to match with a partner who represents this.
The struggle is real, and as a company with many years in the tech industry, we
understand this process very well.
Don’t worry: you’re not the first nor last to experience such a problem. In this
case, we’re pleased to take you through some golden tips on finding a reliable
software house.

softwarehut.com
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Choosing a software development company

Step One:
Searching and Filtering
A reputed software house can help
you move mountains – if that’s your
prerogative. A ‘less-than’ software
house may struggle to deliver. Should
the latter take place, it will already be
too late.
Before you embark on your search,
we’d like to provide some distinction
between the good and bad signs of
software houses. For peace of mind,

and heart, the principle of the matter is
value. As a rule of thumb, value delivers continuously and consistently over
the long-term.
Awareness of the qualities to look will
help you lock down that perfect software house and avoid the warning
signs, which are otherwise as clear as
day.

Chapter One: The Fundamentals

Choosing a software development company

Here are some warning signs to look out for:

Technological Shortfalls
Bad code is the ultimate red flag. A substandard product and features ultimately
point to a negative experience of working with the company. No prior testing of
the product is just as well a tell-tale sign that things are just not up to standard.
The right product should require minimal or only routine maintenance. Deficient
products often result in extra resources in the long term, as they are challenging
to maintain. Missing documentation just as well lowers the company’s standing
and casts doubt of the actual ownership of the product. This leads us to our next
point…

Sourcing Code Ownership
Product licensing is significant. Missing it could result in a costly problem for you
and your company. Make sure you can verify source code ownership, or you may
end up responsible for picking up the bill yourself.

Bad Communication
It’s the foundation of all relationships, business and otherwise. Open lines of
contact are our number one priority, and without it, we would be very doubtful
on continued cooperation.
No communication translates to ‘lack of confidence’ and sets a shaky foundation for an agreement riddled with silences and slow performance. Any email
communication should also prove an acceptable level of English, with proven
understanding throughout discussions. In all, bad connection indicates a bad
quality of work.

softwarehut.com
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Choosing a software development company

Step Two:
The Discovery
Finding a reliable software house
requires awareness of very specific
factors. Great references are just tips
of the iceberg! But where to look for
such references, or unbiased reviews?
Thankfully, there are many online
platforms with listings and reviews

on the internet not only in the technology industry. Knowing which ones
are effective can lead you to a reliable
and effective software house.
In our opinion, some are more effective than others, which is why we’re
happy to show you the following.
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Choosing a software development company

Searching for opinions about IT companies, try these review websites for
unbiased opinions:

Clutch
Visit for B2B ratings for businesses providing a balanced and neutral approach.
Clients and peers review IT companies listed here, using a simple 5-Star score.
Costs, times, and company information all list here. Additionally, specific services
feature, providing full transparency.

Wadline
Using a model alike to Clutch, this platform is more specific to Software, Web
Design, and Developers. The drawbacks are, that it severely limits most searches
in-favour of U.S. developers, making it difficult to compare solutions from across
the world.

Venture Pact
This hybrid project provides a platform for comparisons, in addition to project
management. Balanced reviews enable contrasts, as well as allow collaborations
with different companies. Milestone management also keeps things up-to-speed.
While this offers a wide list of functions, this also appears to have a narrow selection of company listings – quality at the expense of quantity.

Digitalogy
The tech sourcing platform is a near mimic of Clutch and Wadline. How it differs
is the presentation of information and how reviews appear. Unlike Clutch, which
acts as a review platform, Digitalogy reviews are all unbalanced, and in favour of
each listed firm.

softwarehut.com
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Choosing a software development company

Stage 3:
Verification
After finding several potential tech
partners to work with, it’s time to verify
them.
Most important to note is a mutual
understanding. You should be clear
that your new software partner will
understand your instructions and
follow them to the highest quality.
Using the platforms above and pieces
of advice, confirming this is possible.

Finally, the prospective partner should
be passionate and confident in their
ability to deliver consistent long-term
value. If they are, they’ll be sure to talk.
You’ll need to make sure of your selection. The following are the final factors
you must consider when making your
ultimate choice.
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Choosing a software development company

Discussion
Talking about your problems openly with your future software provider will help
open lines of communication. Be clear about your issues, as the responses you
receive may reveal the company itself.

Questions
Expect questions and follow-up questions. A competent company is a ‘naturally
curious’ company. In IT-development, the finer the details mean a more thorough
project and outcome. Expect many questions about your customers, your business, as well as your objectives.

Checklist
There are, of course, tell-tale signs of a good company, a sort-of final list if you
will. So, while many of these factors are measurable, many are also irrational, and
‘gut-feelings’:
Publications
Excellent track records are crucial to
future business and are valid with a
simple Google search. Some companies feature in journals and periodicals, such as the Financial Times, so
it’s vital to research the company’s
standing in the press.

Industry Accreditations
Strategic partnerships, associations, and rankings in recognition
programmes from consulting agencies, such as Deloitte, or PwC, are
another way to confirm the strength
of the company.

softwarehut.com

Client References
Verbal references from past, or current
clients are your best bet for objective
company reviews. However, if you’re
hard-pressed to find information,
check Clutch for accurate references
as well. You can also ask company
representatives to connect you with
one of their past or present clients for
a call or reference.
Language & Technical
A sign of the company’s ability to
deliver is the ability to keep in contact.
This means speaking your ‘project’s
language’, as well as your own. Lines of
communication must always remain
clear.
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Software House
Different roles in IT projects

There’s no surprise in the following saying:

‘If you want to find something, you should know what you’re looking for'.

The same thing goes with finding developers for your team, doing a specific task,
or creating an application.
But developers are like athletes – they each have different specialisations and
experience levels. And without being specific with your needs and expectations,
such a search is … pointless.
In this part, you’ll get to know different roles and responsibilities in IT projects.
Seems like a lot? Let us help you with that.

Let’s say that you own a start-up or SME, and you want to outsource some work.
If you haven’t used such services before, you may not know the roles and responsibilities of each member of your remote team.

softwarehut.com
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Scrum Team
vs Traditional
Team

Different roles in IT projects

First, let’s describe two alternative methods of
conducting projects, which are de facto methods
of project team building.

Scrum Team

In a Scrum team, there isn’t an organisational leader: it’s a self-managing team.
There are team roles that don’t overlap with IT positions, and team members
decide work principles on their own.
From the team members’ standpoint, it’s an enjoyable form of conducting a
project because of significant degrees of autonomy, and a lack of external control
elements.
However, Scrum teams can’t be numerous (maximum of 9 people) and aren’t able
to estimate labour costs precisely when it comes to long-term projects.

Traditional Development Team
A traditional development team, on the other hand, is built based on a proper
hierarchy between team roles, so there are leaders and managers on a tree of
relationships. Such a team structure allows the project manager better control,
through analysis. This too gives the possibility of reacting to threats beforehand.
The team itself may feel less comfortable, as frustrations among team members
may increase over time. On the other hand, it’s always clear who is responsible
for critical decisions and what the responsibilities are of all people involved.

"Today's leading question is not 'why outsource?', but 'how?', or better yet – ‘how to
do it well?’. That is, we must realise how to carry it out effectively. What this means
is achieving assumed results on-time, and on-budget. Remember, a project is only
as good as its brief and overall cooperation. That is why a sincere and professional
long-term relationship between the client and project managers is important. This
is what we discuss in the eBook."
Karol Parafianowicz
Senior Project Manager
SoftwareHut
softwarehut.com
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The Roles

Different roles in IT projects

Project Manager

Works on a higher level of abstraction and is responsible for a budget, risk, schedule and contract
management. It’s highly possible that project managers don’t
fully know the technical aspects of the product which they are creating. They
use different methodologies and are focused mainly on controlling the project.
A PM will ensure that there will be no changes incompatible with specifications.

Product Owner
Such a person is close to that of an analyst and concentrates on a
product and its features. Their primary role is to take care of business
value maximisation (suitability of the product to use). Product owners are focused
on constant changes because they are using agile methodology.

Team Lead
Typically, such a role is given to one of the developers, not necessarily the most senior. This person should have leadership qualities
which allow for maintaining communication between remote
teams and for example – clients. Team leads ensure that the team
has sufficient performance levels and is also responsible for conflict prevention
and resolution.

Tech Lead
Some time ago we would use the term ‘architect’ instead of tech lead.
Nowadays, ‘analyst’ fits better. But who is this? It is, in fact, the ‘lead
example’ when it comes to technical knowledge of team members.
Tech leads can solve problems not linked with the development process itself, i.e.
issues connected with the integration with external providers, or those regarding
hardware.
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Different roles in IT projects

Full-Stack Developer
It’s a programmer not specialised in one specific area. Because
of this, a full stack developer may appear less-advanced than a
front-end or back-end developer. However, thanks to a broad
range of knowledge and skills, they can implement a solution on
every architectural layer of the system (view, business logic, database). In less
complex, demanding projects where costs play a huge role, a full stack developer
is indispensable.

Front-end Developer
Front-end developers are the point of contact between the end client
(user) and the delivered business solution (a system undergoing
implementation). Such a person must, on the one hand, provide the best possible
application reception by the user (interface responsiveness, content clarity). On
the other hand, they’re responsible for proper communication with the business
logic layer.

Back-end Developer
A programmer focused mainly on developing business logic and
data layers. And because elements are crucial to system functioning; its correctness depends on the quality of back-end developer’s
work. What’s more, in a case of larger, more complex systems, such developer’s
capabilities of building data queries (i.e. SQL) and its optimisation are of enormous value.

QA Lead
Quality Assurance Lead is responsible for building the QA team
and its management. One of their most crucial responsibilities is
to ensure a proper relationship level between persons accountable
for areas of the system under construction. In the end, it’s a QA manager who is
primarily responsible for end users’ reactions to the brand-new system. QA Lead,
similarly to a Team Lead, is a person accountable for proper relations between
QA team members, mitigation of conflicts, praising good work, and motivating
to further self-development.
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Different roles in IT projects

QA Engineer
The person responsible for preparing tools that allow for automating processes which verify software quality. Such a form of
software testing makes it possible to check if regression errors
occur. In other words, this is to check if work on new features didn’t cause errors
in already existing and functioning system areas. It’s a huge benefit as it lowers
staff costs (duplicative testing performed by testers) and shortens stability verification time.

Tester
Testers fulfil an otherwise necessary role in the QA team. They are
responsible mainly for conducting manual tests, that is system verification by using it analogically, as opposed to how end users will operate it. Apart
from a most-likely standard approach to using particular features, a tester must
propose alternative paths, boundary conditions, and exceptions which will help
to eliminate as many existing errors as possible.

UI Designer
The primary duty of the UI designer is to prepare or design the
user interface. This means transferring content, style, graphics
connected with a client or product to a system presentation layer.
Thanks to prototyping tools, such a person can – together with a client – prepare
a template of the application’s user interface. Later, together with a UX designer
and front-end developer, this member will work on providing a solution to continue
per expectations and requirements.

UX Designer
Contrary to the The UI designer, it’s a function characterised by a
less ‘digital’ approach to a user interface. The UX designer – whereby
UX means User eXperience – must make sure that end users will
have the best possible experience while using an application. Such person-based
work not only consists of analysing user behaviour. It also takes into consideration
what the competition is doing, and continuously changing human-computer
interaction methods.
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Project Management: Agile vs
Waterfall

Every new IT project can be the journey of a lifetime.
Sometimes, these journeys face a fork in the road – where two possible paths
appear.
Both paths lead to success, but specific characteristics will determine the particular path you should take. And, while all roads eventually lead to Rome, depending
on the demands, conditions, and scope of your project – you will need to choose
between two leading software development schools of thought.
Specific timeframes, budgets, and specifications will determine the best path. In
this instance, Agile & Waterfall will work best with only certain kinds of projects.
Let’s explore the worlds of both methodologies, and how each applies to specific
IT projects.

None is universally advantageous over the other, and in fact, depending on current
circumstances, you can be sure to benefit from one of the main types of project
methodology: Waterfall and Agile. This is also known as ‘organising the work of
software development.’
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The Old
School:
Waterfall

Agile and Scrum vs Waterfall

The Old School: Waterfall
We’d like you to imagine an Olympic relay race. It
is ruthlessly demanding. It is strict. But achieved
well, it is an act of glory.

As one athlete sprints around the track, they must
pass the baton to their teammate before their
fellow teammate can begin. Then, and only then can they
run, carrying the baton onto the next person. This process Waterfall’s workflow is
divided into consecutive
repeats until each runner has completed their lap.
phases, with each role
And like this demanding sport, Waterfall’s workflow is divided passing its deliverable on
into consecutive phases, with each role passing its delivera- to the next step. Once a
ble on to the next step. While there exist slight wording differ- project stage is complete,
entiations, the following is an accepted outline of the process: then you must proceed on
to the next.

The essential characteristic of this software development methodology is the
system’s rigidity. And in the context of a project, upon completion of the plan,
there can be no further changes to the applied methodology. Once you’re in a
waterfall you can’t swim back up! Therefore, once a project stage is complete,
then you must proceed on to the next.
Developer communications limit throughout this process. High-Low Interaction
in Waterfall means high levels of interaction occur during Analysis and Tests. On
the other hand, there’s a considerable lapse of communication during Development and Tests.
softwarehut.com
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Agile and Scrum vs Waterfall

The New School: Agile
This time, Rugby is the game most fitting to this methodology.
In this team sport of 15-per-side, the objective is to kick or carry the ball into the
endzone of the opposing team. It is a high-intensity sport, with a very notable
feature – you cannot pass forward, only backwards, or sideways. This means the
trajectory at which the ball advances across the field, is somewhat ‘circular’, as
players pass and advance through the field with the rugby ball until finally reaching their objective.
As a project methodology, Agile demands interactions in
development and testing through the software development
process. It is mainly devoid of schedules and tasks, whereby
the timetable splits into several time-boxed iterations, also
known as sprints.
Initial requirements can be updated following all sprints’
completion, enabling the processes to start again. While this
happens, different projects may also start.

Agile demands interactions
in development and testing through the software
development process. It is
mainly devoid of schedules and tasks, whereby
the timetable splits into
several time-boxed iterations, also known as
sprints.

Notably, this method features constant business interaction,
with participation possible from stakeholders in analysis,
design, tests. The operation runs feature-by-feature and adapts to change with
any adjustments you may need to make to the project. In all, it is a far more
responsive system.

Each of the incremental sprints lasts a total of 1-4 weeks, depending on the project.
And in a clear distinction to Waterfall, there is a great deal of flexibility, where
changes are very much permitted, even following plan completion.
softwarehut.com
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List Your
Priorities –
Then Pick
Your School

Agile and Scrum vs Waterfall

As mentioned earlier, you’ll have objectives, with
set tools and rules at your disposal. Based on these
following scenarios, we can determine which
methodology works for you.
Let’s begin;

“I have a well-defined maximum budget, stable requirements, and a very
small risk of change during the project.”
Verdict: Waterfall
Waterfall operates as if ‘inside of a vacuum’, whereby you enter the requirements
and await the result. Therefore, if all aspects remain unchanged within the development, then this highly-disciplined process is the optimal method for your
project.

“I have only general requirements that need refining and changing during the
project. I may increase the project budget.”
Verdict: Agile
The Agile development process is most accommodating to incremental changes
throughout the entirety of the project. If you plan to make further adjustments at
a later time, then this will be most suitable to your project.

“I need to be involved in all stages of development.”
Verdict: Agile
This option permits interaction during any stage of the project. Should you, or
even the developer request regular feedback and verification, then you can benefit
from this method, as it encourages ‘follow ups’ between clients and development
teams. If you seek involvement – then Agile is best.
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Agile and Scrum vs Waterfall

“I have an exact delivery deadline – we’ll iron out the ‘Kinks’ later.”
Verdict: Waterfall
Strict timeline mindfulness is a fundamental aspect of this method. This well-disciplined system keeps developers in-line, preventing them from going off-track,
as can happen in Agile. This system essentially permits clients to agree early in
the cooperation, for developers to ‘get on with the task’.

“Quality is my top priority. No glitches or bugs can be permitted in the final
product.”
Verdict: Agile
An emphasis on involvement and constant re-evaluation means fixes happen
throughout the process. Your Agile team is organised and self-motivated, with a
keen eye on early problem detection. From a quality point of view, there is a low
risk of bugs in the final product.

“I’m working on a small-scale project, and quality is also my top priority.”
Verdict: Waterfall
Smaller projects present a lower risk for potential issues, as they generally feature
more understandable requirements. Because of this, you can confirm specifications confidently from the beginning, maintaining high integrity, with less instance
of a ‘piecemeal’ project.

“I want to keep my project design options open for later.”
Verdict: Agile
Flexibility defines the Agile methodology. This system is very open to changes
throughout the development process. Teams are interchangeable, respond well to
adjustment requests, and can build the basic software first, then allow for iterations
at a later stage. Furthermore, if a project aspect no-longer seems satisfactory, due
to time or shifting preferences – you may fine-tune it as you see fit.
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Agile and Scrum vs Waterfall

In a Nutshell

As you can see, both Agile and Waterfall are two
exceptional schools of thought. Both cater to a
unique palate of requirements, priorities, and
project features. In several cases, project requirements and conditions mean the schools are mostly mutually exclusive to one
another.

Project Size Decides Method
Agile - Larger

Waterfall - Smaller

Agile excels for larger projects. As
grand-scale projects break down into
smaller areas, there is greater attention then given to the quality of the
final product.

Waterfall suits for smaller projects.
The structured process is designed
for simple-to-understand projects, as
it takes instructions from the onset,
engaging until the end.

Quality vs Delivery Trade-Off
Agile - Quality

Waterfall - Time

Agile excels for larger projects. As
grand-scale projects break down into
smaller areas, there is greater attention then given to the quality of the
final product.

Waterfall suits for smaller projects.
The structured process is designed
for simple-to-understand projects, as
it takes instructions from the onset,
engaging until the end.

Involvement vs Autonomy
Agile - More Involvement

Waterfall - More Autonomy

Agile permits high levels of involvement, which is positive for clients
wishing to provide constant input, or
developers seeking regular feedback.

Waterfall however requires only minimal feedback, in the beginning, and
end stages of development. Clients
who seek less involvement, or developers requesting greater autonomy
both favour this option.
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How to Manage Your Project with
a Remote Team?

There is a new trend afoot: remote working. For many, this marks an age of
increased flexibility and connectivity, marked by digitisation and cloud computing.
Distance-based working arrangements present incredible merit, for both the
worker and manager. These instances apply both to outsourcing, freelancers, but
also full-time employed workers.
Maximising this arrangement, of course, requires aptitude in the latest programmes
and technologies. Overall, the predominance of data transfer, video conferencing, and cloud-based servers form an infrastructure enabling and encouraging
remote work.
There are many variations of the remote working arrangement, however, in this
article we will guide you through the essential aspects, of how to manage a project
with a remote team.

Why this now matters more than ever is simple. Office managers welcome any
arrangements that seek to reduce cost. Office staff numbers for instance, are
a primary concern. An off-hand tally of expenses determines this, with energy,
utilities, WIFI bandwidth, the opportunity cost of physical spaces, among other
factors pushing managers to embrace remote arrangements.
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Remote Work
Intro

Managing remote teams

In most digital and information technology sectors,
any out-of-office employee who satisfies the function of an in-house employee passes as a remote
worker.

Whilst this applies to all company structures, the
lean start-up model has particularly favoured this option. Almost everywhere from
cafes, to airports and libraries form the necessary infrastructure where users seek
more unique working environments to achieve their ends. Co-Working spaces,
however mark the official culmination, with dedicated areas providing catered
facilities, at premium rates.
This all points to a gentle wind of change. This shift in attitudes marks a preference on the part of the worker, and
acceptance on the part of management. Of course, some
people also prefer to work from home.

Remote work can be
liberating to many team
members, while it can
be incredibly isolating to
others. it’s important to
note that some staff can,
and some can’t do it.

Importantly, in-office and remote are not mutually exclusive
categories. Arguably, key working aspects such as face-toface meetings are difficult to replicate even with modern
technologies. Therefore, it’s worth noting that this can also apply to a ‘hybrid’
approach to working remotely, and within the office, from time to time.

What this
Entails

Remote working arrangements consist of working,
collaborating, and fulfilling functions just like in any
office, albeit without the persons physically present. Depending on the company and its structure
– this may apply across groups from individuals
to large portions of the team.

From Copywriting, Graphic Design, to Business Development, and IT Support – almost all roles are suitable candidates for this sort of arrangement. What’s central to keeping
these as relevant, and functional as their in-office counterparts, is the need for contact.
As a rule of thumb, many kick-off and milestone meetings
continue to take place on-site, at partners’ offices. Agile
Scrums, and daily updates, however, need only a Skype call.
Regular contact and connection form the backbone of these
arrangements, of which frequency is varied. Some forms of
communication are more frequent than others, depending
on the importance of the role.
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Working with a remote
team is itself a parallel approach to working
on-site. The focus here is
to embrace the multitude
of technological options
at your disposal. Combine
those with excellent
communications and
organisational skills, and
you can navigate this
system easily.
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How to Make
it Work for You

Managing remote teams

Planning

Manage your workflows and
schedule your points of contact.
And, should this be a fresh candidate for work – ensure you can
verify the person for merit.
Confirm the team’s track record, whether via LinkedIn, CVs, Portfolio, or even Facebook accounts. If your working arrangement is in the digital sphere, then there
should be information in the public domain, helping to verify these individuals. If
it doesn’t, then create it yourself – with a writing or coding test.

Communication
Setting up clear lines of contact is as important as ever with remote
working arrangements – mainly due to a lack of consistent face-toface meetings.
Goals & Deadlines
Scheduling deadlines and setting clear goals is a given. However, the lack of
face-to-face can leave words and instructions open to interpretation. For peace
of mind, be as unambiguous as possible. Screen-sharing functions are popular
features that help to keep everyone on the same page – We recommend them!
Clear Language
Be careful! The Achilles Heel of digital communication is the class misunderstandings otherwise avoidable in normal conversation. Refrain from typing out
emails and text messages using sarcasm, or emojis, as these can misrepresent.
This habit can yield double the demerit when communicating cross-culturally.
There are no safeguards against interpersonal confusions. Though, phone or video
calls are prudent methods of getting points across.
Meet Face to Face Too
While boosting real contact may seem contradictory to the cases I’m making,
admittedly, We encourage a personal meeting from time-to-time. The regularity
of these meetings is central, as is inviting them to company retreats and integration events.
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Managing remote teams

PM Tools & ‘Collaborating’
Keep abreast of matters with online project management tools
Asana, Trello, Momentum, or even native apps such as Microsoft’s
To-do, or iOS’ Reminders. As for real-time collaborations, We opt for Microsoft
Office or Google Docs, which offers an inexpensive commercial licence.

Status Reports
Periodic updates are essential to keeping the project fire warm and
bright. Keep your remote team members up-to-date as often as
necessary, weekly, or even daily.

Be Inclusive
Reiterating the burning metaphor, briefing members of the team
not only brings them up to speed, but it also reminds them of their
relevance to the project. Timing your conferences should also
consider these persons’ time zones. And while these may seem overly considerate,
empathy is vital, as people can tend to feel left out.

Addressing
Challenges

Remote working has its tougher moments, which,
thankfully, are manageable!
Limiting Conference Times

Time discipline is a vital skill. Pay attention to the
length of meetings and keep them within their allotted time. Keep these meetings
concise too, inviting only relevant callers.
Technical Issues
Technical issues are common at the start of meetings. Connectivity or noisy
microphones are usual suspects, prepare for them in advance, with 360-degree
mics for larger teams.
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Managing remote teams

Deadly Silence
Silence is the single most dangerous threat to remote working. And a lack of
contact kills motivation and productivity for either side. Maintain regular contact
and keep all discussions active from start to finish.
‘Hiccups’
Flexibility in work arrangements should never compromise product integrity. If
deadlines are unmet, or the final product outcome differs in some way, be sure to
check in with the team member just as you would on-site. As such, many issues
attribute to miscommunication.
Risky Locations
Some countries pose integrity risks, potentially compromising the life of an IT
project. Our advice would be to play it safe and asses the political stability, and
safety of certain countries before commencing a project.
Integrity of Individuals
As with countries, you should always assess companies before initiating activity.
Using the likes of resources Clutch, or LinkedIn, it is relatively simple to verify partners’ merits. Additionally, publications such as the Financial Times, or consulting
agencies PwC, and Deloitte, will also present significant findings.

You Decide

This approach has been both heralded, and
derided, depending on the company, and region
of the world.

Many companies attempt a hybrid approach, keeping some departments closer.
These tactics aim to adopt mixed strategies, such as assigning the IT department
to a remote team.

According to a finding by Owl Labs, Australian, and African companies were
more amenable to remote working arrangements. In 2009, IBM boasted a 40%
rate of remote employees, but by 2017, the IT giant reversed course completely.
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Development – from Signing
Throughout the Project

Well done!
You signed the deal and have commenced your agreement with a set of positive
and enthusiastic expectations. From your perspective, things are already going
well from the ground up. The terms have been ironed out and ready to get into
action.
But expectations change. Realities also change.
In fact, it’s safe to assume that things just don’t stay the same.
However, you want to ensure that your initial decision remains a fantastic decision.
And by paying attention to some little-known problem areas – you can maintain a
positive, transparent, and cooperative relationship with your software developers.

What many project managers fail to understand, are how to keep this contact and
communication smooth and as effective as possible.
Maintaining that celebratory atmosphere is a simple scenario – and keeping that
positive dynamic rolling is a simple matter of preventative measures. At this point,
you will be facing the realities of communication regarding your IT project.
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Getting
Started

Signing a deal: what’s next?

We want to lay the groundwork for the agreement,
and for what is about to happen when signing the
deal. Hiring an outsourced development team, by
your company means a unique approach must be
taken to ensure smooth cooperation.

It’ll look great at the start, but to keep it going, you’ll need consistency, in even the
tiniest, most mundane aspects of your cooperation. Keep meetings and catch-ups
at regular times, ensuring a mutually respectful environment. Conference regularity is among the items within your control. Most other issues, however, are not.
Business objectives may change over time, which, for whichever reason, could
have an impact on the priorities within your project. Events at your company or
other external factors can also cause an ill effect. Be sure to keep contingencies
in mind.
With that, awareness is a valuable starting-off point to commence the project.

Communication

Blurred lines within the relationship can derail
phases, cause sparring outcomes, and even a
delayed or incomplete project.

So if you opt for merely ‘maintaining the course’ without consistent contact, sooner
or later, things may take a bumpy turn. Be sure to keep abreast of any issues and
comprehend all underlying situations crystal clear.
The means of achieving this communication is everywhere, and in many forms.
Whichever your preferred mode of interacting, there will be an option to suit.

For simple chats, the likes of Slack, Skype, Wrike, and Stride are optimal ways to
go.
Catch-up calls are just as important – as there are few things as practical as voice
communication.
Scrums, on the other hand, would be particularly important in the case of Agile
workflow methodologies. Be sure to join Sprint Review meetings and keep up to
speed on the following items;
Refining product backlog

Requirements clarification

Estimates

Blockers
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Signing a deal: what’s next?

Above all else, subject to availability, be sure to set face-to-face meetings. Most
crucial to this process are personal visits. In-spite of technology improving our
means of communication, the most basic form of gathering, remains the most
impressionable

Language

English is universal. However, in many cases, it
is still a second language for one or even both
parties. Be sure to use unambiguous words and
expressions that cannot be easily misinterpreted.
Cultural differences affect even the simplest phrasings.
Words such as ‘soon’ may mean a completely different thing in Germany than,
for instance, Colombia. Jokes can throw conversations off just as well. Excessive
humour, whether blunt or sarcastic is also at risk of misinterpretation. Be sure to
pay close attention to this as well.
For peace-of-mind, make sure to attain feedback after issuing instructions. This
is the most sure-fire way to verify understanding of your messages.
A textbook scenario of misunderstandings can be seen here;

Customer: I need to have a different
colour on the second page.

Developer: When do you need it?

Customer: As soon as possible.

Developer: Great. I’ll take care of it.

Problem; ‘As soon as possible’ has many meanings.
Solution; Developer should have asked the customer to define ‘ASAP’.
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Signing a deal: what’s next?

Making requests with measurable objectives, such as a defined time or result, is
a simple way to make sure of this.

Clarity

Is everybody ‘on the same page’?

That is, does everybody understand one another?
A lack thereof can mean a significant fault line in
the middle of a project. Fuelled by misunderstandings and mistakes, this is the epicentre that could bring it all down.
Wasted time rectifying mistakes is among several potential problems. To avoid
this, please consider;

Defining objectives
When assigning these goals and targets, have you received feedback or followups from your development team?

Timelines
Keeping things on-track needs to be defined by intro, and outro meetings during
crucial stages of the projects. Have you set meetings and milestones accordingly?

Outstanding Concerns
Voicing any grievances is essential at the earliest possible stage of the project.
Have you made clear any reservations, and are you confident that these have
been addressed?
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Events
Happen

Signing a deal: what’s next?

External factors, like a significant event, or even
internal factors within your company, could have
unintended consequences. Any of these can override priorities and force alterations. The question
is, are you ready for it?

Preparing contingencies is vital to ensuring a project remains
on good-footing in the event of sudden change. Depending
on the severities of potentially relevant issues - you may need
to prepare emergency budgets or allocate additional time for
project phases.
Respective of severities of issues, you must be prepared to
establish a potential margin of change for your project. we
advise doing this at the earliest possible stage, to maintain a
rigorous framework on which your project can fall later.

Preparing contingencies is
vital to ensuring a project
remains on good-footing
in the event of sudden
change. Be prepared to
establish a potential
margin of change for your
project.

When preparing for these events, be sure to keep a close eye on the performance
of your teams. Are they performing in the same manner, and to the same standard
as had been outlined in the initial meetings?
Furthermore, as regularity in communication is essential, are your outsourced IT
team remaining transparent and staying in contact? If not, consider reaching out,
and insist on a conversation.

Manage
Expectations

Of course, self-awareness is decisive when setting
your objectives with your team.

Have you established trust with them, and do you
understand them? Some teams may be prone to
saying yes to even some unattainable requests.
Therefore, it is important to consider how realistic your expectations are in the
first place.
When setting goals and objectives, have you established
clear deliverables with realistic deadlines for each item?
Additionally, have you personally acquainted with this team,
and is there a general sense of honesty and transparency
amongst its members?
We understand this aspect is considerably immeasurable;
however, if you feel confident in the outcomes of these questions, then you may proceed. Otherwise, remain cautious.
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It is important to consider
how realistic your expectations are. When setting
goals and objectives,
establishe clear deliverables with realistic deadlines for each item.
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Signing a deal: what’s next?

Always Keep
This in-Mind

Remember why you felt confident in the first place.
Your expectations vs realisations in the working
of your team may have caused momentary disillusionment, though, do keep in mind that in most
planned operations, things do tend to change.
As they say, trees are majestic, but even they are
guided by the gentlest of winds.
As a rule, think back to your original objectives. Are they being followed, and if
not, are there adjustments being made to satisfy these objectives? A company
with a good track record in achieving projects should be able to provide this kind
of information.
In all, your instincts and attentiveness are critical to your success. Excellent
company credentials are vital too.

But above all, your awareness will guide your efforts to a deserved project
victory.

Know the signs and succeed.
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Let us help you deliver your
project. With experienced IT
professionals on board, you
get easy access to
top talent you need.
Marcin Bartoszuk
Chief Technology Officer at SoftwareHut

mbartoszuk@softwarehut.com
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